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Supplementary Note 1: Pressure-driven
metal-insulator transition

The insulator-metal transition in BaCoS2 can either be controlled by chemical dop-
ing, for instance with Ni atoms [1], or by applying pressure [2]. We focus here on the
latter case, where a critical pressure of pcr ∼ 1.3 GPa [3–6] was found in experiments
to be sufficient to render the system metallic. Close to pcr the transition from AFM
insulator to PM metal occurs via the formation of an intermediate antiferromagnetic
metal phase. As we will show in the following, the orbital ordered solution discussed
in the main text is crucial to account for this pressure-driven metal-insulator transi-
tion within DFT+U.
Based on the structural changes under pressure reported in Ref. [5], we performed
DFT+U calculations for the low-energy solutions identified in the main text. In
Ref. [5] the structural parameters show a rather continuous evolution upon pressure
within the metallic and insulating regimes. At the phase transition, however, the
structural changes are large. Nevertheless, one can parametrise the distinct low- and
high-pressure regimes separately, whose structural parameters vary as a function of
pressure. In order to be consistent with the rest of the paper, we used the relative
structural changes of the lattice constants under pressure reported in Ref. [5] and
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applied them to the ambient pressure data of Ref. [7].
Here, we focus on the low-pressure parametrisation and compare the energy gap of the
two C-AFS-a competing solutions C(xyyx ) and C(yyyy) as a function of pressure. In
Supplementary Figure 1(a) we plot the density of states (DOS) of both configurations
as function of pressure. We note that, while C(xyyx ) remains insulating at all pres-
sures, the gap of the C(yyyy) configuration closes around p ' 8 kbar. Such behaviour
is robust either choosing the atomic positions of Ref. [5] or those of Ref. [7]. On the
contrary, the relative energies of the C(xyyx ) and C(yyyy) configurations, which are
extremely sensitive to the distance between Co and apical S atoms, do depend on
that choice, since Ref. [5] and Ref. [7] report significantly different Co-apical S dis-
tances. Indeed, the insulating C(xyyx ) configuration remains the lowest energy state
at all investigated pressures using the atomic positions of Ref. [7], see Supplemen-
tary Figure 1(b). Conversely, the reduced Co-apical S distance of the crystal structure
reported in Ref. [5] predicts a first order transition at p ∼ 12 kbar between an insu-
lating C(xyyx ) and a metallic C(yyyy), consistent with the metal-insulator transition
reported experimentally, see bottom panel. Should the latter scenario be representa-
tive of BaCoS2 under pressure, it would imply that the metal-insulator transition is
also accompanied by the recovery of the non-symmorphic symmetry.

Supplementary Note 2: Exchange constants
estimated from density functional theory
calculations

Extracting the magnetic exchange couplings from DFT+U data is known to be com-
plicated since it often depends, e.g., on the precise value of on-site Coulomb interaction
U . Here, the situation is even more complicated since the orbital degrees of freedom
enter the game and lead to an even larger amount of arbitrariness.
In the orthorhombic phase of BaCoS2, we will show in the following an estima-
tion of the exchange couplings by freezing the orbital configuration into the lowest
energy one for the C − AFS − a magnetic configuration, (xyyx − xyyx). Hereafter,
we define Jax = Ja (1 − δa) and Jay = Ja (1 + δa), with a = 1, 3. Besides the states
included in Table 3 of the manuscript, we also considered the spin configurations
C(G)− FM , ferromagnetic planes stacked ferromagnetically (antiferromagnetically),
as well as C(G)−AF of antiferromagnetic planes. We also assumed that the DFT+U
energy differences can be interpreted as energy differences between classical spin-3/2
configurations. In that way, taking the energy per formula unit, we obtain

J1 =
(
EG−FM − EC−AF

)
/(4S2) = 3.83meV ,

J2 =
(
EC−FM + EC−AF − EG−AFS−b − EG−AFS−b)/(8S

2) = 12.69meV ,

J3 =
(
EC−FM − EG−FM

)
/(4S2) = 0.09meV ,

J3 δ3 =
(
EG−AFS−a − EC−AFS−a

)
/(4S2) = 0.02meV ,

J1 δ1 =
(
EG−AFS−b − EC−AFS−a

)
/(4S2) = 0.21meV .
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We can also use our J1-J2-J3 model to fit the inelastic neutron scattering data of
Ref. 17. In this case, we estimated in the main text

J2 = 9.3meV , J1 + J3 = −2.34meV , J1 δ1 + J3 δ3 = 0.53meV ,

as well as 0 < 4J1 δ1 J3 δ3 < 0.08meV2, where the upper bound is due to experimental
resolution. We observe that the main difference between the DFT+U and neutron data
estimates is the sign of J1 + J3, as well as of δ1(3). Even though both signs stabilise
the same C − AFS − a ground state configuration, the origin of the disagreement is
unclear to us. Taking for granted the validity of the neutron scattering data, we have
preferred to use the latter in the main text to estimate the model parameters.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Pressure-driven insulator-metal transition. (a) Density of states
as a function of pressure in the C-AFS-a-C phases with orbital nematic (yyyy) and anti-ferro orbital
order (xyyx). The energy gap of the yyyy phase is closing at p & 8 kbar. (b) Relative energy of these
two phases within the structure taken from Ref. [7] as well as with the reduced apical sulfur distance
Co-S1 of Ref. [5].
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